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Six S.U. students and grad-
uates will begin lay missionary
work in the U.S., Mexico and
Alaska this summer.
Carol Ballangrud,Mary Ellen
Mertz and Cathy Mertz will
teach catechism and do parish
catechetical work in Austin,
Tex., with the CLMC (Catholic
LayMissionCorps). Judy Kriss,
an S.U. graduate, will also
work this summer in Austin.
She plans to stay for a year
and teach.
Daveen Spencer will go to
Morelia, Mexico, to do social
work and teach CCD. She will
be part of Operation Amigos
Anonymous from the Newman
Center at the University of
California at Berkeley.
Assunta Huang will go to
HolyCross, Alaska, this August
and will spend a year there as
a teacher and supervisor.
tute of Radio Engineers, S.U.
Branch OutstandingStudent
Award.
Seniors Enter Baccalaureate Mass
Mary Anderson, St.Ignatius Lo-
yola Education Faculty Award
to Outstanding Teaching Candi-
date.
DANIEL J. COSTELLO, Am-
ericanInstitute of Electrical En-
gineering Auxiliary Award for
Scholarship.
Also Roy E. Barker, Robert
C. Maclsaac, Edward J. Riel,
and William J. Sobolewski, Am-
erican Society for Testing and
Materials Outstanding Student
Awards; Michael E. Manca,
AmericanSociety of Mechanical
Engineers Student Paper Com-
petition, Region 9 Award, and
Nikolaos V. Arvanitidis, Insti-
PUBLIC HONORS EXAMS
Three of the students com-
pleting the two-year honors
program at S.U. will take
a two-hour oral comprehen-
sive examination from 1-3
p.m. today in Barman Aud.
The students will be tested
by the regular honors staff
and instructors from the
U.W. The S.U. faculty and
student body are invited to
attend the examination and
participate.
Pope John XXIII Dies -The End of a Five-Year Epoch
16th century saint who
spent years as archbishop
of Milan, near Pope John's
own town of Sotto il
Monte.)
3. Anounced plans of travel-
lingabroad (the last timea
Pope left Italy was in 1804
when a reluctant Pius VII
went toParis to crown Na-
poleon emperor.)
John XXIII was born in a
gray stone farmhouse on a No-
member night in 1881. He was
baptized that same night in St.
John's Church, and became a
member of the church he would
one day rule.
FOR 500 YEARS the Roncallis
have been working the vine-
yards and wheat fields around
the village of Sotto il Monte.
Like his brothers and sisters,
Angelogrew up to a lifeof farm-
ing. It was said that at the age
of 10, he worked in the fields
with the sobriety of a grown
man.
He carried this same serious-
ness to school. When only 11, he
decided to become a priest.
Though the expense meant sac-
rifice to his parents, Angelo
went to study at the seminaryin
Bergamo, the medival "town of
100 churches." Hewon ascholar-
ship to the Pontifical Seminary
(Continuedon page 4)
Pope John XXIII
1. Restored the practice of
giving regular weekly audi-
ences to the Curia Cardinals
regardlessof whetherornot
theyhad pressing business.
2. Designated a coronation
date five days earlier than
expected. Popes are tradi-
tionally crowned on Sun-
day.but JohnXXIIIselected
Tuesday, Nov. 4, because
it is the feast day of St.
CharlesBorromeo, to whom
the Pope was especiallyde-
voted. (He had written a
five volume history of the
reign, the decision swung to
Roncalli.
Those who expectedhim to be
a "caretaker" pope or merely
to provide a transition to the
next reign were badlymistaken.
In fact he reminded some Ro-
mans of the story told of Sixtus
V (1585-1590) who seemed ailing
and decrepit in the conclave,
but, as soon as elected, threw
away his cane, rose to his full
height announced in a vigorous
voice, "Now Iam Caesar."
RONCALLI HAD no Caesar-
ean ambitions but he did not
slip softly into his reign. He
walked in boldly, authorita-
tively. To clerics who left the
sealed-off conclave area to
watch him administer his first
Urbi et orbi blessing from St.
Peter's balcony, he jokingly re-
marked, "You have all just in-
curred excommunication. But I
shall use my new authority to
relieve youof it."
The day after his election on
Oct. 28, 1958, he was on the air.
The Vaticanradio broadcast his
first plea for peace in 36 lang-
uages.
NEARLY EVERYONE at the
Vatican, of whatever faction,
wanted an overhaul of the
State's administrative machin-
ery. Among the most notable
steps he:
By HUGH O'DONNELL
Pope John XXIII was a
man lovedand respectedby
religious and political lead-
ers alike.His death at 11:49
a.m. Mondaymarks the end
of an epoch,no matterhow
short, during which Catho-
lics,by the precept and ex-
ample of the Pope, began
to look toward Protestants
as "separated brethren"
rather than heretics. His
efforts tobringpeace to our
strife-weary world have
been felt and acknowledged
by all.
Angelo Guiseppe Cardinal
Roncalli was elected by a con-
clave split by two major fac-
tions. One was led by arch-con-
servative Cardinal Ottaviani.
The other group,liberal and re-
form-minded, supported Cardi-
nal Lercaro of Bologna. In the
middle, fitting neither the "poli-
tical" nor "pastoral" labels
(they had ample experienceof
both kinds) were Roncalli and
the Patriarch of the Armenians,
Agagianian.
BECAUSE CARDINAL Aga-
gianian was non-Italian, and too
young (63) in view of Cardinals
who would prefer a shorter
Final Stage of Graduation Friday
Spectator
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
Winners of the President's Cup and the
Bishop Shaughnessy Medal will be announ-
ced at Commencement exercises Friday
night at the SeattleCenter Opera House.
The President's Cup is awarded annually
to the outstandingscholar fromthe graduat-
ing class. The Bishop Shaughnessy Medal
goes to the graduate with the highest g.p.a.
inphilosophyand theology.
THE PROCESSIONAL of the graduates
and faculty will begin at 7:40 p.m., and the
graduationexercises at8p.m.
All graduates and their parents are in-
vited to attend the complimentary reception
tomorrow from 8 to 10 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom of the Olympic Hotel.
SENIORS ARE reminded that there is
a commencement practice Friday at 1:30
p.m. in the Seattle Center Opera House.
Those who have not picked up their caps
and gowns may do sobefore commencement
between 6 and 6:45 p.m. in the lower Opera
House, or at the E. R.Moore Co. this week.
All gowns must be returned immediately
after the ceremonies.
Two Jesuits to Mark
25 Years as Priests
7»H©.. No.56
Sharon Missiaen,Mike Reynolds:
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Seniors Awarded Loyalty Cups
FR.CARMODYFR.LEMIEUX
The Very Rev. A. A. Lemieux, S.J., president of
S.U., and Fr. Robert J. Carmody, S.U., professor of Eng-
lish,will celebrate the silver anniversary of their ordina-
fJune
15.
, Lemieux has invited
tudents to attend the
n high Mass, of which he
c celebrant, in observance
; two ordinations at 12:15
June 15, in St. Joseph's
THE BOARD of Regents of
S.U. has also invited the stu-
dent body to a reception for Fr.
Lemieux and Fr.Carmodyafter
the Mass from 3 to 5 p.m. in
Bellarmine Hall.
The twoJesuits wereordained
June 15, 1938. Fr. Lemieux be-
came president of S.U. on May
14, 1948. Fr. Carmody came to
Seattle College as a scholastic
in 1933 and returned in 1940
after being ordained.
Seniors Sharon Missiaen
and Mike Reynolds were
awarded this year'sLoyal-
ty Cups last Sunday at the
senior breakfast at the
Olympic Hotel.
THE CUPS are presented an-
nuallyby the S.U. Alumni Asso-
ciation to the students chosen
by the faculty and student body
as outstanding in their loyalty,
leadership and participation in
student activities.
The Bill Bates Cup, Senior
Service Award, was presented
to Randy Lumpp, Spectator ed-
itor, by Kathy Kelly, Silver
Scroll president. The award is
made annually by the honorary
for previouslyunheralded serv-
ice to the University.
KEN GRUBENOFF won the
Eugene F. Fabre Award, which
is given by Alpha Sigma Nu to
the seniormale student who has
done most to promote scholar-
ships.
Other awards granted to grad-
uating seniors included: David
V.Foley,AlphaKappa Psi Com-
merce and Finance Award; Dan-
iel J. Cummins, Commerce and
FinanceDean's Scholarship
Award; Joan A. Meyer, Wall
Street Journal Award for Com-
merce Student Achievement;
James P. Bradley, American
Marketing Association Award to
OutstandingMarketing Student;
Six to Go to Missions
In U.S.,Mexico, Alaska
Mass for Pope
Mass willbe offered today
at noon in the Chieftain
lounge for Pope John XXIII.
and Sr. Mary Regina Koenig,
SSMO.
MASTER OF ARTS IN
EDUCATION
Robert A. Hasson.
MASTER OF EDUCATION
Irwin B. Adler, Sr. M, Peter
Michael Anderson, SNJM, Nor-
manArnesen, Joel A. Barber, Jr.,
Mario B. Barreto, Howard M.
Bradwell, George A. Carey, Ken-
neth H. Carleton, Lloyd Cleven,
Sr. M. Josephine Contris, OSF,
Imelda A. del Carmen, Sr. M.
Claver Dove, CSJ, Michael R.
Feeney, Richard D. Foltz, David
H. Hall, Delwyn G. Haroldson,
Lewis W. Lehmann, ElonH.Lund-
quist, Johnny F. Lyber, John D.
McCullom.
John A. McGinley, Belva M.
Mclntosh, Sr. M. Agnes Cornelia
McLoughlin, OSF, James N.
North, Lydia A. Orallo, Patricia
A. Paige, Rev. John H. Pearson,
Dale H. Pajmer, JohnD. Paquet,
Felton F. Picou, Sr. St. Marista
St. Hilaire, FCSP, Ahmed Sanjar,
David H. Schindeldecker, Robert
J. Siewert, Teresa C. Sweeney,
Sr. M. Vivian Struempf, OSF,
William K. Toomey, Sr. Mary
Basil Vogelsang, CSJ, Orval O.
Way and James R. White.
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
NATURAL SCIENCE
Arthur F. Andrews, Louis B.
Buster, Roland J. Hinger, S.M.,
Gerald V. Kohls, S.J., Elmore J.
Oistad, LawrenceL.Petersonand
Brother John Mary Vermaelen,
S.M.
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
John Baziw, Robert Chin-Chien
Chao, Samuel A. Hartwell, Dar-
rell E. Lee, Neil R. MacFarlane
and Ernest W. Sherman.
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Russell J. Arave.
Carolyn J. Kirsop, Stephen M.
Kunath, Michael J. Lavin,
Frances M. Lofurno, John M.
Maher, Agnes J. Forras-Metcalf,
Gary L. Miranda, Barbara A.
Murphy, Edward M. Murray,
Catherine G. Neff, Peggy M.
O'Neill, Dominic A. Otter.
Ralph J. Patch, Richard W.Peterson, James Preston, David
L. Price, Sandra M. Rawlins, Sr.
M. James Irene Redden, BVM,
Carolyn A. Reilly, Michael J.
Reynolds, Jerome E. Riggs,
Philip S. Rogers, Judith H.
Schlimgen, James W. Scott, Rich-
ard M, Severson, Doris M. Sidro-
vich, Kathleen M. Sifferman,
Tony J. Skrbek, Jeremy M.
Smith, Mary A. Stotts, Sr. Gladys
Marie Sullivan, FCSP, James B.
Sullivan, John E. Sullivan, Kath-
rine A. Thesing, Barbara L.
Thompson, Marjorie M. Totten,
Ruth F. White, Howard S M.
Whittaker, Jr., FredR. Wong and
Joyce M. Young.
Bachelor of Science: John L.
Espinosa, Assunta Huang, Leo J.
Landkamer, Kenneth W. McCar-
thy, James R. Moergli, Jr., Jean
M. O'Donnell, David L. Predeek,
Thomas R. vanAckeren and John
C. Wekell.
Bachelor of Science in Home
Economics: Florence M. Hall,
Mary Ann L. Kearns and Bar-
bara A. Longnecker.
Bachelor of Science in General
Science: Henry R. Hopkins, Rich-
ard F. Johnson and Hyun Xi Lee.
Bachelor of Science in Medical
Records: Carroll C. Chapman,
Agnes A. Gerber, Mary A. Gil-
mour, Marita A. Meyer and Pat-
ricia A. Stoker.
Bachelor of Science in Medical
Technology:Mary K.Black, Mar-
tha Herzog, Agatha L. C. Lum,
Sr. Anita-Marie Rufiange, F.J.,
and Linda L. Smith.
Bachelor of Science in Natural
Science: Lothar P. Biermanski,
Peter J. Coleman,Robert P. Han-
nah, Charles J.M.Kahler, Rubina
Kunukasseril, Philip D. Long,
Johnny Y. Mizuno, William R.
Scott, David H. Simons, Jr.,
Judith Swanson, Donald C. Turn-
er and Judith I.Heimbigner Vin-
cenzi.
SCHOOL OF COMMERCE
AND FINANCE
Bachelor of Commercial Sci-
ence: Adolph J. Alberts, William
B. Bailey, GeorgeM.Barrett, Ed-
win B. Bezy, Jr., James P. Brad-
ley, Dennis M. Brown, J. Michael
Brown, LeonardJ.Butsch, James
A. Carey,EdwardChow,Jr.,Fred
Coffield, Dennis J. Colleran,
Thomas J. Corbett, James H.
Davis, CatherineB.Douglas, Dan-
iel C. Dufficy, Lee W. Eberhardt,
Jr., Henry N. Egashira, John C.
Eichelberger, Douglas P. Elbert,
Robert N. English, Thomas J.
Farstad, A. Dino Favro.
William J. Gallagher, Richard
A. Gilroy, Grims H. Gislason,
Robert V.Codes, James A. Gow,
Martin J. Granger, Jyo Honda, E.
Nick Immel, DavidM. Irvin,Lau-
rence J. Jesenko, James V. John-
cox, Jr., Charles P. Johnston,
Robert H. Jones, Patrick E. Ke-
hoe, Philip T. Lawlor, Jr., Rich-
ard B. Lefor, Philip J. Lorbett,
Dean 0. Maher, Patrick R. Ma-
honey, Mary P. Martin, Eliza-
beth A.McKelvey, Robert C. Mc-
Lean, Gerald Francis Molitor,
Milton M. Mukai, James C. Mull-
ally, Jr., David P. Nichols, Mary
M. O'Connell, PatrickJ. O'Neil.
Kenneth L. Pavlick, Philip L.
Perry, PatrickE. Pheasant, Todd
R. Reeder, Vick L.Reynolds, Dar-
rell E. Rinkel, John M. Roberts,
Michael B. Salazar, Gabriel Sal-
vati, James L. Schaecher, Patri-
cia A. Smith, ThomasJ. Stephens,
William D. Stonecipher, Helen I.
Thompson, Bruce V. Vance, Jo-
seph M. Welch, RichardA. Wilds
and James J. Yurina.
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Bachelor of Arts in Education:
Patricia J. Bollinger, Ferdinand
D. Boulanger, Patrick M. Butler,
Linda J.Cresci, RudolfoA. D'Am-
ico, PatrickF.Eason,Christopher
E. Fitzgerald, Eduard A. Flasik,
Molly M. Fountain, Laurence W.
Gavin, Judith L. Geddes, Melba
S. Goevelinger, Jeanne A. Kra-
mer, Antonia Markey, Daniel W.
McClary, Francis Thomas McCon-
ville, Eileen P. Nolan, Richard
T. O'Leary, Delores E. Schmaltz,
Simon A. J. Stenning and Doro-
thy J. Tharalson.
Bachelor of Education: Linda
Eickholt Andersen, Mary E. An-
derson, Alice C. Arena, Sue Ellen
Barrie, Jeannette L. Vickstrom
Beariault, Linda J. Beckstrom,
Beatrice E. Beeson, Karen A.
Bloomfield, Lois V. Bruhn, Ed-
ward J. Burby, Jr., Nancy S.
The following seniors are ten-
tatively scheduled to graduate
with honors at commencement
exercises at 8 p.m., Friday in
the Seattle Center Opera House.
The final honors list will not
be established until this after-
noon, according to the regis-
trar's office.
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts (Classical):
Charles C. Verharen; Bachelor of
Arts: John P. Edlefsen, Kenneth
E. Grubenhoff, Ann F. Huetter,
Ralph R. Johnson, Kathleen M.
Kelly, Sister Marcc1 1a Mary
Kump, FCSP, Harvey J. Mashin-
ter, Veronica A. Miller, Jay M.
Schille and- Josephine H. Sonn;
Bachelor of Science: Joseph A.
Bossi; Bachelor of Commercial
Science: David V. Foley; Bache-
lor of Arts in Education: Sharon
L. Yates; Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering: Nicolaos
V. Arvanitidis.
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts: Patrick S.
Bouker, Robert L. Burnham,
Kathleen M. Curran, Joseph R.
DeLoy, Mary Elayne Grady,
Janet A. Greenfield,Margaret D.
Hanks, Elizabeth A. Hermann,
Randolph F. Lumpp, Sharon A.
Missiaen, Joan M. Newell, R. Leo
Penne, Hazel N. Richards, Maka-
to G. Sawano andMeredithJ. Van
Ry; Bachelor of Science: David
R. Ferguson; Bachelor of Com-
mercial Science: Daniel J. Cum-
mins, GeraldineL. Derig and Al-
bert M. Munoz; Bachelor of Arts
in Education: Sister Ida Mary
MacAulay,CSJ, AnnK.MacQuar-
rie, Janet D. Marckx .and Mar-
garet D. Raney; Bachelor of
Education: Kathleen H. Gemmill,
Sister Mary Bertrand Pinsch,
0.P., Valeric J. Rardin and Lyn-
ette J. Smith; Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Nursing; Sister Mary
Gertrude Heeran, CSJ; Bachelor
of Science in Chemical Engineer-
ing: Robert H. Kuhner; Bachelor
of Arts in Social Science; Sister
Mary Angela George, FCSP, and
SisterPatriciaJeanLocati, FCSP.
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts: James E.
Barry, Jr., John P. Bordenet,
Stephen E. Bossi, James J. Bro-samer, Carol S. Caviezel, Phillip
S. Cronin, Ann C. Daniel, Gayl A.
Fowler, Robert J. Fredrickson,
Jeanne A. Hawsford, Patrick T.
Kirk, John H. Lenihan, Mary K.
MacDonald, Nancy F. McCarthy,
Michael D. Moran, Mary C. Pau-
mier, Helen R. Rogers, Guy O.
Rush, Jr., Judy A. Schlosser, Car-
olyn L. Sevick, Patricia A. Wand
and Dennis R. Williams; Bache-
lorof Science: EdmundC.Tynan;
Bachelor of Science in Natural
Science: John P. Suchoski.
Bachelor of Commercial Sci-
ence: Jean A. Meyer, Marilyn J.
Owens and Theresa A. Schmech-
el; Bachelor of Arts inEducation:
Janice M. Baginski, Susan L.
Hackett, Sandra S. Tanaka and
Joseph Toutonghni; Bachelor of
Education: Richard A. Aenis,
Karen R. Dubrovin, Sister Mary
Estrella Felzer, CSJ, and Janice
L. Rider; Bachelor of Science in
ElectricalEngineering: Chung-Jen
Tan; Bachelor of Science in Nurs-
ing: Karen A. Laughnan and Sis-
ter AnneGabrielReif, CSJ; Bach-
elorof Arts in SocialSciences: Sr.
MaryClarine Reichlin, CSJ; Col-
lege of Sister Formation:Sr. Jane
Frances Mayer, FCSP.
Other graduates include:
Bachelor of Arts (Classical):
Sister M. Norman Normandin,
SSA.
Bachelor of Arts: (Non-Classi-
cal): Monte F. Adair, Alvin F.Anderson, Leßoy Bartlett 111,
David M. Beninger, Vladimer B.
Booriak, Juana Braganza, Rich-
ard V. Brennan, Mary Louise L.
Bruce, ByronL. Brunelje, Melissa
E.Cadwallader, JosephineA. Car-
nine, CharlesV. Collier,Jr., Mary
A. Costello, Marie V. Croteau,
PhilipM.Dalpiaz,SharonL.Dett-
man, Richard H. Dickhaut,
Michael E. Donohue, Patrick K.
Duncan, John C. Dynes, Conrad
P. Eaton, Lloyd T. England,
Michael J. Fies, Sidney J. Flor,
Michael J. Flynn, Carole M.
Frieband, Michael P. Galando,
Bruce M Gasneder, Penelope J.
Gill, Ann K. Gillis, Sr. M. Em-
manuella Gordon, SSA, Margaret
J. Gray.
William R. Green, Patrick J.
Gribbon, Sr. Terrence Grondin,
FCSP, Eugene T. Harrison, Jr.,
Joseph Herbstler,Steven E.Holt-schlag, Sheila L. Howe, Marilyn
J. Hoyt, Dale T. Irvine, George
R. Kaczor, Marilyn A. Kam, Ter-
ence F. Kearns, Judith M. King,
Butler, Raymond O. Butler, Su-
zanne M. Collins, Mary A. Con-
giusta, Donald H. Cowell, Jr.,
Barbara M. Dona t i, Brenda
A. Donovan, Julie M. Driscoll,
Barbara J. Duffy, Patricia F.
Eagen, Jeanne A. Fanning, Juli-
anna R. Finch.
Patricia M. Fiorito, Charlotte
M. Fitzpatrick, Harold Gecker,
Susan C. Geiger, Jeanne M. Ger-
vais, Lavonne A. Gillis, Sister
Mary Leo Haigh, CSJ, Cynthia
D. Hannan, Jerry R. Hammack,
Jo Ann M. Harrington, Francie
M. Jones, James R. Joy, Carolyn
A. Kane, Richard P. Kearns,
Maria M. Knoll, Vallory L.Knud-
sen, CarolC. Koenigs,Rev. James
E. Kovalik, Julia Lawler, Janice
E. Lindblom, Mary A. Mandy,
Clair D. Markey, Vera M. Mass-
art, Kristina A. Matronic.
Kathleen A. McNulty, Frank P.
Michael, Luigi Micheli, Carolyn
B. Morse, Sr. M. Fidelis Murphy,
CSJ, Janet R. Marino Murphy,
Evelyn V. Nevinger, Patricia H.
O'Leary, Harold E. Ransom, Ed-
wardH. Reichelt, Sheila A. Roan,
Clarann M. Rock, Jack G. Rose-
now, Muriel C. Rosman, Deborah
P. Salisbury, Sr. Mary Patrina
Sanders, CSJ, ThomasD. Shaules,
Paul J. Shook, VladimirS. Skala-
brin, Daniel F. Stautz, Ann L.
Stein,Michael E. Stenhoff, Evelyn
I. Stolen, Marilyn S. Theodore,
Kathleen E. Tolan, Elizabeth A.
Traux, James A. Van Sickle,
Janet A. Wagner andM. Patricia
Weiler.
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Bachelor of Science in Chemi-
cal Engineering: Patrick J. Ba-
der, DonaldG.Harlow andAntone
J.Matule.
Bachelor of Science in CivilEn-
gineering: Charles E.Bruggeman,
Paul Y. Chinen, Gerald D. Dinn-
dorf, Cyrus Farahmandi, Nolan J.
Folden, Gerhard Groeschel,
Michael E. L. Guichon, James R.
Harris, Paul W. Hengel, Ray R.
Kachel, Charles D. Lundy, Ray-
mond J. Sandegren and William
J. Spurlock.
Bachelor of Science in Elec-
tricalEngineering:Gene W. Bar-
ton, RaymondL.Bernadelli, Ther-
lyn L. Brady, Lewis S. Coleman,
John M. Dick, John P. Egeberg,
Earl L. Farabaugh, Frederick W.
Freeman, Duane E. Johnson,
Perry E. Johnson, Robert L. La-
Fountaine, Joseph B. Lussier,
John T. Madden, Richard E. Mc-
Govern, David A. Milanoski, Vir-
gil L. Minter, Bradley A. Noylin,
Jerome M. O'Hogan, William L.
Rowley, Robert R. Sanders and
Robert K. Stevens, Michael D.
Swayne, Timothy W. Towey, Wil-
liam H. Weaver and Maurice G.
Whale.
Bachelor of Science inMechan-
ical Engineering: DonD.Baskins,
Robert A. Bauermeister, Ahmad
Besharat, Eugene Yu-Wei Chen,
James H. Eder, Donald J. Foran,
V. Wayne Fry, Ira J. Heming-
way, John R. Julian, John E.
Kopperstad, Michael E. Manca,
Eugene N. Martin, Donald L.
Meyer, William E. Moran, Arvid
L. Musgrave, Richard C. Riel,
ArmanH.Sargent,David V. Schu-
macher, BillM. Smith, Harry A.
Smith, Jr., William E. Spencer,
Jr., Ronald L. Theis, Richard F.
Wilson and Stanley E. Worlund.
SCHOOL OF NURSING
Bachelor of Science in Nursing:
Sister Ruth Ann Agopsowicz,
FCSP, Beverly A. Anderson, To-
siko N. Arima, Madonna R. Blue,
Kathleen M. Cannon, Sr. Heimyle
Carignan, FCSP, Sr. M. Aquina
Cyr, SSA, Elizabeth A. Desimone,
Mary A. Donnelly, Carol M. El-
bert, Carroll A. Ensminger, Geor-
gia A. Glanz, Sr. Terrence Gron-
din, FCSP, Jeanne H. Henry,
Elsie M. Hosokawa, Madge M.
Irwin.
Mary J. Jaksha, Joyce A. Le-
gaz, Judith A. Maire, Marion M.
McKinnon, Suzanne E. Merlino,
Julianne S. Otoshi, Joanne M.
Quale, Irene E. Rahn, Alice Z.
Reimold, Marjorie R. Rush, Mar-
garet S. Sargent, Kathleen L.
Semon, Lois A. Serres, Janice M.
Jennings Veillet and Colleen M.
Weldy.
COLLEGE OF SISTER
FORMATION
Sr. Catherine Therese Boyle,
FCSP, Sr. Ann Norberta Boyle,
FCSP, Sr. Rita Jean Cebula,
FSCP, Sr. Julia Marceau, FSCP,
Sr. Mary Helen Marti, CSJ, Sr.
Mary de Lourdes O'Dwyer, 0.P.,
Sr. Donna Marie Taylor, FCSP,
Sr. M. Amelia Thome. CSJ.
GRADUATE SCHOOL
Master of Arts: Sr. Mary Patri-
cia Burnett, Sr. Andrea Dillman,
FCSP, Sr. M. Emerita Gariec,
SSMO, Patricia Barrett Geraghty
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540 Graduates to Receive Diplomas Friday Night
2
whyeat hamburger when
youcanhave filetmignon?
Hamburger is gopd but filet mignon is better. Some
fellows in college work for meals. Others work in stores
and offices for wages theyare ashamedof.The luckyones
sell Great Books and— with a littlebit of luck and per-
severance—become 8.M.0.C. overnight— or at least
after getting the first few orders.
The Great Books Sales Organization understands the
needs and desires of college students. The Top Man-
Senior Vice President Marvin A. Jolson— began selling
books for the company while attending George Wash-
ington University.He hada wife andchild,tuition,books,
and room and board to pay for— in short, he needed
money. No,he didn't write 100 orders the first week-
just one.The second week hegot twoanda paycheck for
over $100. He continued writingorders, making money,
and got his B.E.E. in1949.
After getting some experiencein the engineering field,
he found that selling Great Books washis first loveand
returned to it full-time. In 1962, Jolson was appointed
Senior Vice President in charge of the Great Books
organization— the youngest man ever to hold this posi-
tion.
Under Jolson, Great Books is anticipating the largest
expansion program in its history. This means that ex-
cellent openings are available now particularly for sum-
mer work by college students. Trainees who qualify can
expect toearn up to $300 the first monthand$450by the
second monthwith steady increases thereafter.(In addi-
tion, they will gain poise, and learn how to handle
people— all of which are valuable assets for any future
job.) Those who qualify and do part-time selling during
the school year willalso be eligible toshare in the Sales-
man's AnnualIncentiveFund...a bonusplan that makes
it possible for you to earn up to $1,000 in addition to
commissions.
Those interested in full or part-timecareersas a Great
Books representative should contact the local Great
Books office or write,phone,or wirecollect:
 J|^>.& Director of College Recruiting
jgjfl W^k. reat Books of the Western World
425 N. Michigan Avenue
IChicago 11, Illinois
'
-.-:■: -aB
'*%" v! |jßßj|| Senior Vice PresidentH^HIUIyHIHI Mary Jolson
OR
CONTACT LOCAL OFFICE AT:
2366 EASTLAKE
"
SUITE 227
INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD AT 1:00 P.M. DAILY,
JUNE sth THROUGH JUNE 12th.
ALSO GIVEN certificates
were: Cam Martin, picture edit-
ing; Henri Ruef, Tim Kaufman
and Bobbie Zach, copyediting;
PaulHill,column; Christel Brel-
lochs, news feature, play review
and layout; Gene Esquivel,
headline; Pat Weld,news story,
campus news story and layout;
Mike Parks, campus news story;
Hugh O'Donnell, campus news
story and off-campus news
story.
At the conclusion of the lunch-
eon, Milt Furness, editor of the
paper in 1960-61, presented a
plaque of appreciation from
present and past staff members
to Fr. Francis J. Greene, S.J.,
the paper's adviser for the last
five years.
Guests at the luncheon in-
cluded Mr. John Talevich and
Mr. Vernon McKenzie of S.U.s
journalism department; Mrs.
Waldene Zimmerman Curtis,
Miss Lora Lea Mills and Mr.
Milton Furness, class of '61;
Mrs. Milton (Carole Buckley)
Furness, Mr. Gerald Hanley and
Miss JanKelly,class of '62.
Race, Religion Conference
Opens on Campus Today
S.U. will host the Seattle Conference of Race and
Religion on campus today. The Most Rev. Thomas Gill,
D.D., auxiliary bishop of the Seattle archdiocese, and
Judge Solie M. Ringold, of
"
King County Superior
Court, will address the confer-
ence.
The event, which is open to
the public, will begin at 2 p.m.
in Pigott Aud. Sessions will also
begin at 6 p.m. and 7 p.m.
TOPICS FOR the discussion
groups include: racial exclusion
in religious groups; desegrega-
tion of congregations; role of
the religious institution as em-
ployer, administrator and ed-
ucational force for equal oppor-
tunities, and the church and
synagogue in a racial changing
community.
Chairmen for the workshop
are: Dr. Robert Larson, S.U.
sociology dept.; Rev. Samuel B.
McKinney, Mt. Zion Baptist
Church; Melville Oseran, attor-
ney; Rabbi Norman Hirsch,
Temple Beth Am; Rev. Calvin
D. Jones, Brighton Assemblies
of God; Rev.LincolnReed,First
Congregational Church, Belle-
vue; Rev. Clarence Sinclair,
Mercer Island Presbytena.
Church, and Fr. Ambrose Too-
mey, 0.P., Blessed Sacrament
Church.
CHAIRMAN OF the opening
session will be Rabbi Raphael
Levine, Temple de Hirsch, and
Rev. Everett Jensen, president
of Greater Seattle Council of
Churches, will head the 6 p.m.
symposium. Co-chairmen of the
conference are Fr. John Lynch,
Rev. Lemuel Petersen, and Rab-
bi Jacob Singer.
Reservations for the 7 p.m.
dinner in the Chieftain are avail-
able at Room 701 Seaboard
Bldg. for $3 per person.
3
Banquet Honors S.U. Journalists
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Nine S.U. Faculty Members
To Engage in Summer Travel
By SHARON SCHULTE
The end of spring quarter will find several S.U.
faculty members anxiously preparing for summer trips
abroad.
At present eight Jesuits
and one layman have
voiceddefinite travelplans.
Their itineraries promise a
mixture of sightseeing and
challenging opportunities in
their respective areas of educa-
tion.
FR.EDMUNDMORTON,S.J.,
dean of the graduateschool, has
been invited to be a participant
in a seminar on contemporary
Europeanphilosophy. The meet-
ings will be from June 23 to
July 27 and will include promin-
ent European philosophers. The
location of the seminars willbe
Oxford, the Sorbonne and the
University of Tubingen.
The 1963 S.U. European tour,
will include Fr.James Goodwin,
S.J., head of the sociologydept.,
and Pat Martin,assistant direc-
tor of admissions. The tour will
cover high points of Europe for
49 days.
Fr. James Royce, S.J., will
be a delegate to the Interna-
tional Congress of Catholic psy-
chologists in Toulouse, France,
July 10 to 17.
FR. ROBERT CARMODY,
S. J., will scour England for
books. A special faculty com-
RandyLumpp,JudyKing
and Mary Elayne Grady
walked off with the top
journalism prizes of the
year. The trio of top Spectator
editors won their awards at the
annual Journalism Awards
luncheon Saturday at the Sor-
rento Hotel's Top o' the Town.
IN ADDITION TO writing
awards, cash prizes were given
to the journalism students from
each class with the best aca-
demic record.
Lumpp was awarded the Jour-
nalist of the Year Plaque, three
first-place writing certificates
and three honorable mentions.
The editorof The Spectator this
year, Lumpp will be graduated
Friday as a philosophy major.
He plans to attend the Graduate
School of Marquette University.
JUDY,managingeditor of the
paper, won the best writing
award for the third consecutive
year. This year's award was a
cup. She also wontheMike Don-
ohoe plaque, an annual award
presentedby friends of the late
executive sports editor of the
P.I. to the student who best ex-
emplifies the newsman's talent
and character. In addition to
five first-place writing certifi-
cates, three second-place and
one honorable mention, she won
$5 for the best story by a senior
and $16 for having the second-
best academic recordamong the
senior journalism majors.
THE FEATURE editorjof The
Spectator, Mary Elayne, won
three major awards: The
LoyaltyPlaque for her work on
the paper; a DeSales plaque for
her work as executive director
of the press workshop; and an
S.U. blanket in appreciation for
the extra hours she devoted to
the paper and to the workshop.
DeSales plaques were also
awarded to: Peter Edlefsen,edi-
tor of the Journeyman; Dan
Dufficy, business manager of
The Spectator; Jim Haley,
sports and photography editor
of the paper; Karen Skordal,
copy editor, and Patricia Weld,
news editor.
FIRST PLACE academic cash
prizes of $23.50 each were given
to Carol Caviezel, Patricia
GLOBAL TICKET: Fr.
Louis Gaffney S.J., set out
yesterday with a plane
ticket 10 feet long for his
round-the-world trip.
mittee spent months this year
drawing up a list of books
which they felt were needed in
the library. Fr. Carmody will
purchase as many of these as
he can find.
REVITALIZATION OF the
chaplain training program will
be the object of Fr.Louis Gaff-
ney, S.J.s, global tour. Army
Tripler General Hospital in
Hawaii will be the site of the
workshop for army chaplains,
one of 14 seminars sponsored by
the Academy of Religion and
Mental Health throughout the
last year.
Fr. Gaffney will also visit
Evacuation Hospital, Ascom,
Korea, for a second workshop.
He will spend the remainder of
the summer touring the Orient,
the Middle East, and Europe
before returning to attend the
convention of the Catholic Psy-
chological Association in Phil-
adelphia.
FR. WEBSTER PATTERSON,
S. J.,head of the theologydept.,
will lead a tour to the Middle
East with Frs. James King,
S.J., and Armand Nigro, S.J.
Fr. King is a member of the
theology faculty, and Fr.Nigro,
associate professor of philos-
ophy, is currently on leave in
order to defend his doctoral
thesis at the GregorianUniver-
sity in Rome.
Journalist Judy— and two of her several awards
Weld, Karen Skordal and Mau-
reen Gruber. Second place
awards of $16 each went to Judy
King, Jim Haley and Mike
Parks.
Five dollar awards for the
best stories by a junior,a soph-
omore and a freshman werepre-
setned to Patricia Weld, Christel
Brellochs and HughO'Donnell.
Jim Haley won six first-place
photography certificates and
three certificates forsports writ-
ing. Other certificates were
given to: Barbara Myers and
Marcia Waldron, circulation;
Marcia Bianchini, picture edit-
ing and cartoons; Gene Esqui-
vel, Chuck Owen and Don Spa-
doni, sports; Mary Elayne
Grady, series, editorial and play
review; Bill Hannaford, inter-
view and book review.
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WRITERS' MEETING
Anyone interested in writ-
ing for the Spectator sports
desk next year is asked to
meet in the Chieftain lounge
at 1p.m.Friday. Those who
cannot make the meeting
can leave their names in
the Spectator office.
OPEN 10 A.M. TO 2 A.M.
—
7 DAYS
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GIL'S AURORA GIL'S BELLEVUE
following the tradition that the
pope should eat alone. This did
not suit his temperament and he
soon began to invite friends.
"They want me to eat by my-
self," he said a short time after
his election. "I tried it for a
week andIwasn't comfortable.
Then Isearched through the
Sacred Scripture for something
saying Ihad to eat alone. I
found nothing. So Igave it up
and it's much better now."
POPE JOHN also surprised
the Catholic world by breaking
the ancient tradition begun by
Sixtus V on Dec. 3, 1586, that
there were to be just 70 Cardi-
nals following the example of
the 70elders of Moses.
Pope Johnincreased the num-
ber of the Sacred College to 75,
then 85 members, itsmaximum.
Therearealso, inaddition, three
Cardinals the pontiff named "in
pectore"
—
in his breast. He
never revealed the names of
these Cardinals, as was his
privilege,and the secret of their
identity remained with him in
death.
BEFOREHIS PASSING,Pope
John spoke several times about
the inevitable end awaiting all
men. He enjoyed life, but death
heldno fear forhim.
"Iam always ready to move
over to theother shore," he said.
During an audience he once
serenely stated, "I have great
confidence in the future, but I
am ready to go even tonight. I
place all my confidence in the
hands of the Lord and feel well
indoingso."
The Pope's whole career is
summed up symbolically in his
last words to the assemblage of
Cardinals and prelates at his
bedside: "Utunum sint" ("That
they may be one.") Pope John
XXIII made these words of
Christ at the Last Supper his
own during his short pontifi-
cate, and by them he has open-
ed a new age in the Church's
history.
DURING his pontificate,
Pope John called the Second
VaticanEcumenical Council, the
first in 92 years and the 21st
council in Catholic Church his-
tory. The council convened last
October 11 boasting some 2,600
councilfathers from allover the
globe,@)d77of the 85 Cardinals.
There were also nearly 50 spe-
cially invited observers and
guests from non-Catholic Chris-
tjon churches, and representa-
tives of 86 governments and in-
ternational organizations.
The first session closed Dec.
8, 1962. The second was sched-
uled to open Sept. 8, 1963. (A
council is automatically sus-
pendedat the death of the Pope.
Whether and when it will recon-
vene will be decided by the next
Pope.)
THE POPE ALSO issued the
encyclical "Mater et Magistra,"
an important document on labor
and social problems. On April
10, 1963, he issued his second
encyclical, hailed as one of the
most important papal docu-
ments of modern times. Titled
"Pacem in Terris" (Peace on
Earth), it was an appealto "all
men of good will" to work
through strengthened interna-
tional organizations for a peace
based on liberty and justice for
all men.
This letter was the Pope's
final effort in his constant labor
for peace. Two months later he
was selected, because of this
achievement, for the 1963 Bal-
zan International Foundations
Peace Prize.
FOR THOSE WHO lived while
he was Pope, John XXIII will
probablybe most noted for his
tradition
- breaking. He broke
it if he felt it hindered progress
or had become outdated in the
space age. But occasionally he
restored traditions which had
been discontinuedover the ages.
Many of the changes he ef-
fected were small, personal. He
began his first days as pontiff
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New Role Faces Catholic Grads
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tion, each member becomes in reality a lay
apostle and receives the mandate and commis-
sion to be "a witness in the market place,"
Father emphasized. The layman is actually a
lay priest, with the power of mediation between
the Church and the secular world, that is, the
market place.
According to Father, America at present
knows two evils: the exterior is communism
and the interior is secularism, which Father
defined as the "practical exclusion of God
from everyday life. . . . The secularist says,
'Religion is all right for Sunday morning. But
don't bring it into your daily life. Don't let it
influence your dealings with other people.Keep
it out of the market place."
AND SECULARISM is more dangerous than
communism, Father said, because "it directly
undermines our freedom, saps our spiritual
vitality and weakens our moral fiber." The
antidote to this evil, in Father's opinion, is
full participation by every layman in the life
of the Church. Catholics are committed to the
defense of human dignity, he said, because God
thought enough of human nature to take one
Himself.
Catholic college graduates have special qual-
ifications for repaying their debt to this coun-
try, for they have been educated, trained in
humanity. The American Catholic, Fr. Kieser
warned, can no longer afford "the lazy luxury
of his ghetto," but "must plunge into the main-
stream of American life and take the teaching
of Christ with him."
IN CONCLUSION, Fr. Kieser told the grad-
uates, "America needs you in race relations
—
that the scandal of Birmingham never again
may be repeated. She needs you in labor-
management negotiations
—
that industrial rela-
tions may be governed by justice and charity
and not by power and greed. She needs you
in education— that our citizens may learn not
onlyhow to make a livingbut also how to live."
"She needs you in the family, government,
commerce, communication, journalism, indus-
try and research— that our national vision may
be comprehensive, that as a people, we may
have wisdom as well as knowledge."
By MARY ELAYNE GRADY
The role of the Catholic in the world today
was delineated by Fr.Ellwood Kieser, CSP, in
his baccalaureate sermon to S.U.s graduating
seniors last Friday in St. James Cathedral.
Tracing the history of the U.S., Father pointed
out that the founding fathers had in mind a
religious nation when they drew up the princ-
iples on which the country rests, placing free-
dom of religion first in the Bill of Rights.
As the country grew, Father said, religion
grew with it. The pioneers built their churches
as soon as they finished their cabins. But at
the same time, Father noted, the Catholic
Church played little part in the country's think-
ing, at least until the turn of the century.
AT THAT TIME, Catholic immigrants came
in large numbers, attracted by the freedom
and opportunity of the new world. Because
they were immigrants and ignorant, they were
regarded as "second-class citizens," an image
which they did not shatter by their retreat into
ghettos. Catholics at that time had, in Father's
words, a "mass inferiority complex."
But in the present century, Catholics have
reversed this idea of the American Catholic,
Father said, partly as a result of the courage
of American Catholic soldiers in two wars. In
addition, Fr. Kieser explained, the Church is
"at home in a democracy and flourishes in
freedom." He cited U.S. Catholic population
statistics: in 1840
—
six million; in 1944—23 mil-
lion; in 1963—43 million. In many ways, this
has been a land of opportunity for Catholics,
Fr. Kieser pointed out, where the children of
immigrants could make a successof them%elves.
BUT, ACCORDING TO Father, these con-
ditions do not fully explain the change in the
Catholic's position. An interior change has also
taken place, so that the Church sees herself
not as a mere organization, but as an organ-
ism, and the extension of Christ into space and
time. This has in turn affected the liturgy, so
that the emphasis has been placed on com-
munal participation.
In the same way, Fr. Kieser said, it has
affected the apostolate of the church, which
has been given to the layman. By Confirma-
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POSTMARKED READER
117-126 credit hours completed
groups, you cannot run for any
class office or senate seat.
WOULD THE BEST policy be
to observe the ideas of the regis-
trar to determine who is in what
class and then formulate a strict
class representationsystem from
this? The idea would produce the
following:'
Freshman: a student must have
completed not more than 14
credithours.
Sophomore: a student must
have completed not less than 30
nor more than 44 credit hours.
Junior: a student must have
completed not less than 75 nor
more than 93% credit hours.
Senior: a student must have
completed not less than 127%
credithours.
AS IS OBVIOUS to anyone, this
system has bigger and better
"holes" in it than the present
system but it doesshow what can
happen if the idea of strict class
representation is pushed to its
logical conclusion.
What is to prevail, the class
representation system or the
right andprivilege of every mem-
ber of the student body to run
for office? This is the question to
which all students should give
some thought this summer be-
cause next fall this will be one of
the most important problems fac-
ing the student body.
WilliamR. Hickman
Martin (Kip) J. Toner
Small Crowd at Talk
No Cause for Alarm
Dear Editor:
The May 29 issue of The Spec-
tator contained a "dun" letter
directed at those at least 2,981
students who failed to attend the
Saturday night discussion on seg-
regation. The author of the letter,
Josephine Sonn, inferred from
that lack of attendance that those
who were not present were there-
fore failing to concern themselves
with a moral problem which it is
their duty as Christians to con-
sider.
NOW IFTHE speaker, Mr.Rex
Jones, and the May 25 Saturday
night discussionat S.U. were the
only sources of segregation infor-
mation, the above mentioned in-
ference would be justified, but I
hardly think it justified to brand
as irresponsible Christians those
who felt they could devote their
time Saturday night to something
morevaluable thanthediscussion.
If Josephine's argument is valid,
we as Christians have a moral
responsibility to readevery scrap
of material and to attend every
lecture given on the segregation
problem, or for that matter, on
any other moral problem.
In short, assuming students
knew about the event, the lack
of attendanceonly showedless in-
terest in hearing Mr. Rex Jones
at the Saturday night discussion
thanin some other Saturdaynight
activity, and not necessarily in-
differenceto thesegregation prob-
lem as such.
GileR. Downes
Problem of Representation
Put Before Student Body
Dear Editor:
We wouldlike topresent aprob-
lem upon which students might
dwell. What is the problem? It is
the "holes" which exist in the
qualification section of the elec-
tion code. These are gaps in the
credit hours needed in order to
run for office. At present, if you
fall in either the 69-77 or the
Pope John Cont'd
A History of Religious Activity
(Continued from Page 1)
in Rome and was ordained at
25. He said his first Mass in St.
Peter's Basilica.
FR. RONCALLI was drafted
into the Italian army during
World War I, and appeared in
Sotto ilMonte one day in 1916,
a bulky, balding medical corps
sergeantsportinga dashingcape
and a bristling military mus-
tache. "I grew it in a moment
of weakness," he confessed.
He later shaved it off and be-
came a chaplain and lieutenant.
After the war he returned to
seminary teaching until Pope
Benedict XV summoned him to
Rome to work in the Congrega-
tion for the Propagation of the
Faith.
In 1925, Pius XI made him
archbishop and gave him his
first diplomatic assignment:
Apostolic Visitor to Bulgaria.
Five years later he promoted
this promising envoy to Nuncio,
and in 1935 sent him to Turkey
and Greece as Apostolic Dele-
gate. For 10 years Archbishop
Roncalli lived in Istanbul and
became a recognized expert on
the Middle East.
IN 1933 HE was madea cardi-
nal. Three days after, he was
appointed Patriarch of Venice
""» rids XI. The Vatican clergy,
smarting from the autocratic
patriarchateof the late Cardinal
designate Agostini, called Ron-
calli the "f,alm after the storm."
He travelled all over Venice,
rode motor launches, and chat-
ted in cafes. His door was al-
ways open, though his secre-
taries disapproved of the time
he gave visitors.
At the Venice music festivals
in 1953 and 1956, he filled St.
Mark's great cathedral with
music, the beautyof which had
not been heard since the 16th
and 17th centuries, including the
world premiere of Stravinsky's
moving "Sacred Canticle to
Honor the Name of Mark."
Said and Done
A wise faculty member has said: "Whenever you
espouse one cause, you betray another." This is one of
the unfortunate conflicts which arise from living in a
limited world. Yet it is one that is necessary if ideas and
convictions are to be expressed and defended. Coopera-
tion is oneside of progress.Conflict,it seems,is the other.
LOOKING OVJJR the past year we recall many in-
stances of both these elements. But it is the happier
memories which tower over the regrets. The senior edit-
ors of The Spectator will leave with a sincere sense of
gratitude to those who have given them the opportunity
to share insome small way in the developmentof Seattle
University.
We hope that the conflicts, as well as the easier
times, indicate that we have accomplished some of the
things we set out to do this year.If we have,ithas been
due to the encouragement,dedication and inspiration of
the faculty and administrators who have assisted us.
WE KNOW as a fact that we speak for many in the
Class of '63 when we say that throughout the years which
follow our commencement the most outstanding feature
about S.U. that will come to mind is that it lives up to
its motto. "A GrowingForce inanExpandingAge" is apt
indeed.
There is a spirit here, a drive for perfection that
brings constant growth in this University. It has been a
privilege to work and study under the educators who
generate this spirit. For their guidance and patience we
simply say... thanks.
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Last Time Around
by Judy king
The following "pun session"
took place at 3 a.m. before a
philosophy test. It should be
copyrighted ... if only to pro-
tect the general public.
"What's the modern philoso-
pher's theme song?"
"HUME SWEET HUME."
"Why did the man have dif-
ficulty getting into the Hume?"
"He couldn't find the Locke."
"Well, some can and some
Kant."
"It's been Donne!
"
"What do you call a peculiar
English philosopher?"
"BERKELEY SQUARE."
"That's right, some are pin-
heads, some are Whiteheads."
("Ican't think of anymore.")
"We'll see if we can Russell
some up for you."
"What's the main difficulty
with modern philosophy?"
"KeepingDescartes before de
horse."
"What's the big question in
education?"
"DEWEY OR DON'T he."
And on and on. Ain't college
grand? " ♥ "
As long as we're being silly,
here are some of the elephant
jokes going around.
(Editor's note: Anna Burning-
ham, 20, whose home Is London,
England,has been atS.U. since
fall quarter. Last summer, she
came to Seattle and worked at
the World's Fair.)
By ANNA BURNINGHAM
In Britain there are no Cath-
olic universities. Ihave been
interested, therefore, as a Brit-
ish non-Catholic, to observe
some of the differences between
the British secular universities
and S.U.
A British student's curricu-
lum is more specialized than
that of a student at S.U. He
has had a general education up
to the age of 16 or 17. Then,
if he decides to go to a univer-
sity, he must choose two or
three subjects in which to spe-
cialize. After two years of in-
tensive study in these fields, he
takes the examination to enter
the university.
THIS EXAMINATION con-
sists of the subject matter he
has covered throughout these
two years, i.e.,particular books.
For instance, if his subject is
English literature, he will take
the four great English writers,
Chaucer, Shakespeare, Dickens
and Milton, in one three-hour
paper, and various lesser au-
thors in his second three-hour
paper.
Only the exceptional students
Coed Gives British View of S.U.
called a tutor, who helps him
with his particular problems in
his field and assigns him books
to read and papers to write.
The tutor does not teach the
student in his subject (this is
the function of the lectures),
but advises him and corrects
his papers. Their relationship
is personal, on the intellectual
level. This gives the student
personal incentive and encour-
ages him to develop as an in-
dividual.
IN CONTRAST, the system
at S.U. seems to encourage
conformity.Conservatism seems
more the spirit here. Extre-
mists are rare. The way of
dress also reflects this trait.
Is this a tendency to conform
to a pattern, or does it mirror
the Christian ideals of modera-
tion and modesty?
The chief difference between
S.U. and a British university is
that theology and philosophy
are not obligatory subjects at
a British university. Perhaps
they are thought of as ivory
tower subjects. Nevertheless, ft
the student chooses to study
philosophy, no one philosophy
is given predominance. How-
ever, the undergraduate may
come to university with a skim-
py backgroundin religiousstud-
ies, if he has any at all. As
a result of being surrounded by
students of various backgrounds
and ideals, he naturally tends
to think each opinion is as valid
as the next, which may lead
to skepticism.
AT S.U., HOWEVER, all stu-
dents are presented with the
Christian philosophy of life as
the truth. This will color the
interpretationof other subjects.
Because the students are sur-
rounded by those of similar
faith and ideals, they will be
able to strengthen themselves
and others in the Christian way
of life. Iam sure that they
gain a deeper appreciation of
life through studying theology
and philosophy.
The student at a Catholic uni-
versity may not realize the
value of his Catholic education
while he is completely im-
mersed in it. He may not bene-
fit from all it has to offer.
But, as an outsider, it is the
impact of unity in purpose that
has struck me. The unity seems
to come from the high ideals
which are held up to the stu-
dents.
Thus, from my awarenss of
the unified spiritual inspiration
at S.U. and the diverse intel-
lectual inspiration at a British
university,Ishould like to see
a synthesis of both.
ANNA BURNINGHAM
are accepted: university is for
the elite. The student chooses
one area to specialize in with
only two or three subsidiary
subjects.
Examinations are yearly at
a British university. Therefore
everything the student learns
over this periodmust be chewed
and digested, so that if neces-
sary it can be recalled to mind
for the examination. "Swoting"
(cramming) just beforehand is
not enough to pass the examin-
ation; there has to be perpetual
effort throughout the year. It
has seemed to me that at S.U.
the subject matter is busily
read before a test but easily
forgotten afterwards.
ANOTHER DIFFERENCE
that Ihave noticed is that Brit-
ish students seem to discuss
their subject matter outside the
lecture room, whether it be in
the pubs over mugs of beer or
in their musty college rooms.
Accommodations, by the way,
lack the plushness of the dorms
at S.U. In Britain the Oxford
and Cambridge students put up
with creaky, windy, narrow
stairs, low-beamed ceilings
and little central heating. Cob-
webs add a quaint poetic touch!
At a British university one
notices a diversity in the way
of dress. The students dress
according to their personalities
(withno fear of shocking any-
one.). The artists look unkempt
in black, sloppy pullovers, with
nesty beards. The sociologists
are in trim tweed suits; the
archeologists in sandals and
jerkins. Incidentally, at certain
universities, official dress, that
is, caps and gowns, is worn for
some lectures and for tutorials.
The tutorial system is another
characteristic of a British uni-
versity. Each student is as-
signed a professor, usually
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Q.: What did Tarzan say
when he saw the herd of ele-
phants tramping through the
jungle?
A.: HERE COMES a herd of
elephants tramping through the
jungle.
Q.: What did Tarzan say
when he saw the herd of ele-
phants tramping through the
jungle with dark glasses on?
A.: Here comes a herd of
elephants tramping through the
jungle with dark classes on.
NOPE. HE couldn't recognize
them behind the dark glasses." " "
Q.: Why do ducks have flat
feet?
A.: To stamp out forest fires.
Q.: Why do elephants have
flat feet?
A.: To stamp out burning
ducks. " " "
The clerk must have had a
bad day. All the coed wanted
was to send some roses to her
mother for Mother's Day. The
clerk asked her what her
mother's name was.
"HELENE."
"How do you spell that?"
"Like Helen of Troy... with
an 'e'."
The clerk looked puzzled.
"TROYE?"
Mimeographing j
Multilithing |
Xerography
LOOKS LIKEPRINTING ...
COSTSLESSI
PRINTING OP
BOOKLETS
FORMS
CIRCULARS
ADDRESSING
—
MAILING
Ab—hiicwiiwiH
* MomwcripH
Dinner & Klein
206 THIRD AVENUIS.
Call MU 2-2494
STEAK DAY
Every Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday
Spencer Steak, Salad, Fries $1.00
The Cottage
15th and E. Madison
WfiDlh HH ; m
ff£n£ IffCF ~ ifStP| ISrW^^
We hope that all the members of
this year's
GRADUATING CLASS
will always cherish the many wonderful
memories of college life which we
have helped to preserve in the
1963 AEGIS
We do aslc that you remember us when your
portrait needs arise in the future
MA 4-5535
—
1426 sth Avenue
MA 4-0080
—
616 Olive Way
EM 2-2171
—
520 Northgate MoH
Serve God as a
HOLY CROSS BROTHER
in Teaching and related
fields
CONTACT:
BrotherGllbartBurk*, CSC.
Not"Dam*High School
13685Rlv*nld> Drive
Shermon Oaks, Collf.
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SEATTLE
KEEP IN TOUCH NEXT YEAR WITH S.U.
r
Special 1year Subscription for '63 Grads
"2.50~—
Send name, address and money before July 1 to:
Spectator, Seattle U., Seattle 22, Washington
In the Limelight
Workman Plus Two...... A Diplomatic Battle
I By Jim Haley
The battleground is quiet now, but the dusty memories of
the heat of conflict still hang heavy in the air.
Quite a battle it was, at that. And quite a victory it was
for the S.U. camp which walked away with the spoils of war.
In this case the said spoils happened to be the persons of three
basketball aces from the 1963 state champions, Blanchet high
school.
TOM WORKMAN (considered the best basketball prospect in
the state), Mike Acres and Jim Miller are their names— names
which will probably stand out like important military conquests
in the mind of Roman Miller, assistant athletic director.
Roman, the man in charge of recruiting while Eddie O'Brien
was directing his baseball charges around Broadway playfield,
was in the thick of the struggle the whole time.
Almost single-handedly, Roman competed against the re-
sources, facilities and organization of the school on Portage Bay
—the U.W.— for the spoils S.U. walked off with. Workman dis-
played interest primarily in three schools when deciding which
he would attend. Santa Clara, the U.W. and S.U. were the three
leading contenders for the favors of the 6-6 eager.
WITHIN the last few weeks, those in close contact with Work-
man felt that he had dropped Santa Clara, thus leaving the two
Seattle universities. Then the heat of diplomatic battle really
started to steam.
"One weekend about two weeks ago Icouldnt reach
Workman, Acres or Miller all weekend," Roman said. "It seems
that it was the week of the varsity-alumni football game at the
end of spring practice. Ifound out later that some of the boys
from Washington had treated the kids to breakfast, lunch,
the game, dinner, a dance and breakfast the next morning. No
wonder Icouldn't contact anybody."
THE "BOYS" from the U.W. certainly were interested m
securing primarily Workman along with the other two; and just
about everybody from there got into the act.
"Workman's family told me once that Ijust missed Jim
Owens (the U.W.s athletic director and football coach) Iguess
he had been there right before Iarrived. Ididn't think hed
Roman probably got the jump on the other school by begin-
ning his negotiations (in an unofficial manner) more than a year
ago It was obvious that Workman was going to be an above
average basketball player. In 1962 when Blanchet was playing
in the state tournament. "I used to go into the locker rooms
and talk to the boys," Roman continued. ______ _ti
Workman said that he made his decision to take the S.U.
scholarship offer about a week ago. "I just thought it over and
Ithink I'm happy with the decision Imade. Idon t think 111
regret it.
"IREALLY wanted to continue my Catholic education and I
can do that at S.U. Bob Boyd (S.U.'s basketball coach) really
impressed me. He's a fabulous guy."
Workman set himself a deadline for the time his final deci-
sion would be made. "I made the deadline before graduation
and Ikept it," he went on.
O'BRIEN CALLED the decision of Workman a real moral
victory" for S.U.. and pointed out that this school has captured
the top basketball prospect in the state for two of the last three
years Charlie Williams was considered the state's best prospect
pointed out, "We may not be able to beat the
U.W. on the basketball court, but we can meet them and beattheni behind the scenes."
CCT's Beat Wetbacks 6-0;
Take 'Little World Series'
The CCT's won the intramural baseball "Little World
Series" which was extended into its third game because
of a 1-1 tie,by tromping the Wetbacks 6-0 lastFriday at
Broadway Playfield.
The CCT's opened the scor-
ing in the top of the second
inning by scoring one run on
two hits. The contest went
scoreless for the next four
frames but the Wetbacks made
a threat to score in the bottom
of the fifth inning when they
had the bases loaded with only
one man out.
But a Wetback was called
out for leading off first base
and the next man at pat went
out to end the biggest rally.
THE CCTs came bafck in the
sixth inning to add ftare more
runs to their total of six on sev-
eral singles and two-baggers.
The 6-0 shutout Friday was Ray
Butler's sixth victory against
one loss. Doug Parker was the
Wetbacks' losing pitcher.
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Spring Football?:
Students Enjoy Spring Sports
THE SPECTATOR 7
GETTING READY for next year's intramural football
season (above) Bob Flor goes into the air after a pass
from team mate Rudy Frank. An unidentified opponent
in the scrub match is ready to tag Flor. Patty Klinker
(photo right) hits the tennis ball back to companion,
Marilyn Stewart (not shown). The girls played tennis
Thursday afternoon.
What's this? Spring football
at S.U.
Our roving photographer was
in the vicinity of Broadway
playfield Thursday afternoon,
and he spied a group of young
men (many of them from S.U.)
engaged in a spirited game of
touch football. Immediatelyhe
rushed to the office, grabbed
his all-seeing camera and re-
turned to the site and captured
parts of the event on film.
At a time when the majority
of energetic students are dust-
ing off bats, baseballs and
gloves, some never reject the
lure of a rough and tumble
pigskin match.
Elsewhere in the confines of
that popular park, the same
photographer observed two S.U.
coeds taking out their revenge
for a hard quarter on a poor
little tennis ball.
"Don't mind me," the photog
clammered as he stepped onto
the court and crouched behind
the net. "Just go on with your
game and pretend I'm not
here." They did, and the cam-
era bug slipped off the court
with some action recorded for
posterity.
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Young men needed for summer expansion. Work in production order
department of large AAA-l Company.
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED
Students showing ability may remain with company on part-time basis
next semester, and may qualify for company scholarship program. Ap-
plicants who qualify can earn in excess of $112.00 a week if accepted.
For aDDointment please call student placement manager at office nearest
your home.
SPOKANE OFFICE SEATTLE OFFICE
MA 4-9331 MU 2-6083
SHERIFF & THOMPSON
"We Repair All Makes"
MOTOR WORK BODY WORK
BRAKES PAINTING
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
1130 Broadway
EA 4-6050 EA 4-6050
NB ofC ScrambleGameNo. 18
Mi)
00
NON FICTION,WELL READ
This is your own personalrecord showing your de-
posits, withdrawals and interest earned— with your
NBofC savingsaccount.One of these ina hippocket
or purse makes you feel mighty good!
J^\ NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
WM— ell
4-HOUR DRY CLEANING SERVICE
MASTER CLEANERS
KNITS and FORMALS a SPECIALTY
Minor Repairs Free
Discounts to Seattle U Students and Faculty
1209 MADISON MAin 4-6636
"GuildOpticians"
CINTRAL
328 4th &Pike Bldg.
MAIn 2-7458
BALLARD BURIEN MElrose 3-3710
1701 MarketStrwrf S.W. 144th & Ambaum Way UNIVERSITY
SU 4-0700 CHerry 3-8998 1301 East 45H.
FRED'S
Barber Shop
Open Monday through Saturday
7th and Madison
Good HaircwH
At Popular Prfcft
On Broadway off Olive Way
I Where "TASTE" is the difference I
Sunday Deadline
For Dorm Moving
Men students in Bellarmine
Hall should be out of their
rooms bynoon this Sunday, ac-
cording to Fr. Robert Rebhahn,
S.J., dean of men. Miss Agnes
Reilly, dean of women, expects
the women students to be out
of their rooms by noon on Sa-
turday. Those few women stu-
dents who have obtained per-
mission may stay over through
Sunday morning.
The men students will board
at Bellarmine.during summer
quarter and the women students
will stay at Marian Hall. Those
who expect to board during
summer quarter may secure
rooms now. Any who wish to
move inbefore summer quarter
begins may do so and pay on
a dailybasisuntil the new quar-
ter begins.
Miss Reilly will announce
room assignments today.
FivePianistsFeatured
InMusic Dept. Recital
Five piano students of Mr.
Walter Aklin of the music de-
partment presented a piano re-
cital last Wednesday in Pigott
Aud. They were Carol Ballan-
grud, Catherine Strehlo, Alice
McCormick, Linda Ross and
Luz Guerra.
Mr. Aklin paid special tribute
to Linda and Luz. "Linda has
been one of the finest accom-
panists the University ever
had," he said, "and Luz, a
pianist of rare talent, has gen-
erously performed in a number
of recitals and programs for
clubs and F.M. radio stations."
OFFICIAL NOTICES
GRADUATING SENIORS
Diplomas and transcripts will
be held by this office until all
financial and library obligations
are cleared. A list of students
whose records cannot be released
will be posted on the bulletin
board by the registrar's office on
Friday, May 31.
Graduating seniors are remind-
ed that admission to the com-
mencement exercises is by ticket
only. Each graduate is permitted
a maximum of five tickets. The
tickets must be pickedup by Fri-
day, May 31. Those tickets that
are remaining after the 31st will
be made available on a first
come first serve basis beginning
Monday, June 3.
Registrar
» * *
Special make-up exams willbe
at 1 and 2 p.m. on Wednesday,
June 5.
Mrs. Evelyn Masiokas
Secretary
Counseling and
Testing Center" * *
All unmarried students not liv-
ing with their parents, must live
inuniversity housingunless grant-
ed an advance waiverby thedean
of students or dean of women.
Dean of Studentsand
Deanof Women
* * *
Spring quarter grade reports
for students who are attending
summer quarter will be available
at registration on June 17. Grade
reports for all other students will
be mailed sometime after June
21. Students are asked to leave a
self-addressed stamped envelope
at the registrar's office if graded
are to be mailed to an address
other than that appearing on the
transcript.
Registrar* * *
S.U. students planning toattend
summer sessions atothercolleges
or universities are reminded that
they must file for readmission
before returning fall quarter 1963.
Readmission forms may be ob-
tained from the registrar's office
before you leave campus. At the
completion of the summer ses-
sion, request the school you at-
tend to send two official tran-
scripts of your summer work
directly to the Registrar, Seattle
University; at the same time, the
student sends the readmission
form to this office.
Registrar
* ♥ ♥
This issue of The Spectator is
the last of the 1962-63 schoolyear.
Deo Gratias.
Randolph F. Lumpp
Editor
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Club Offers Students
Interest - Free Loans
Interest-free student loansare
beingofferedby the Soroptimist
Club of Seattle, Metropolitan,
as a service project. The Sor-
optimist Club is a service club
for women and is similar to
the Rotary Club.
ANY FULL-TIME student at
S. U.may apply for these loans
by making an appointment with
MaryEllen Krugat 657 Colman
Bldg. in Seattle. Applicants
should bring a copy of their
budget, a list of financial re-
sources, their transcript and
two personal recommendations
from faculty members.
Capps Wins
'Ugly' Contest
Gary Capps, representing
Town Girls, won the annual A
Phi O Ugly Man contest yes-
terday. Capps received $10.60
of the total $45 in votes. Pro-
ceeds go to the Briscoe Home
for Boys.
Other participants in the con-
test were: Dan Dempsey, Bell-
armine Hall; Paul Bangasser,
International Club; Bill Reich-
ow, A X Psi; Mick McHugh,
Pep Club; Mike Pierce, V.D.'s;
Louis Marzano, Spurs. Chair-
man was Rick Alba.
WANT ADS
FURNISHED BEDROOM apt.
nenr Cornish school. Private
entrance. Quiet, spacious, twin
bcl;, laundry, TV, storage
room. 714 BoyIston East. EAxt
4-3160;
160-190. Two and three room
apartments. View, elevator,
free parking. Carolina Court.
527 Kasttakc
16S-J75. Onebedroom apartments;
redecorated, nice furniture.
Bristol. 1O8 13th Ave..
MEN, COEDS, full, part-time
chauffeurs, clerks, salesmen,
saleswomen, for repenting pro-
ducts; top income assured. EA
5-6888, Friday. Suturduy after-
noon and evening.
AVAILABLEFOR SUB-LEASE: 2
bed-rm. npt. 3 blocJa lo S.U.
Rent arranged. Call MU 2-570O
No.219.
GRACIOUS English Brick. Spa-
clous bachelor suitable for two.
Nic'cly furnished. Heat, laundry,
garage Reosimnblc. 420 13th
Ave.E.EA 4-4296.
FOR SALE: Five bedroom house
at 1160 18th Ave E. Possession
soon. Capitol Hill. Nwr schools,
church.Fenced yard. Half-block
from buslines. EA 3-7148.
AVAILABLE LARGE sleeping
room for man, kitchen avail-
able, summer rates. I5ih Ave.
F.Ast 2-4593.
TYPEWRITERS, New and Used
Machines Rentals. Sales. Re-
pairs. Special rates for stud-
ents. COLUMBUS TYPE-
WRITER CO. 716 East Pike St.
F_A 5-1053. Hours: Daily 1:30
p.m.-8 p.m..Saturday 10 a.m.-
THESIS, term papers, manu-
scrip! typing. Win. Rich. WE 7-
COEDS
WANT SUMMER WORK?
It'sSmartTo Bo A
KELLY GIRL
We NeedTrained
Secretaries
Typists
Office Clerical*
Dicta Operators
Receptionists
ForTemporaryJobs
TOP PAY— NO FEE
Special Saturday
Registration on June 8
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
(Also open weekdays)
KELLYGIRL SERVICE, INC.
4th& Pike Bldg. MA 4-5959
SUMMER OPPORTUNITY. Now
interviewing for limited group,
this campus. Work in area of
your choice. Nationalrecognised
company. Call LA 3-0«8, II
a.m. toIp.m. only for appoint-
ment.
THORSTENSON'S
PHARMACY
Odin Thorstenton
Owner
1000 Madison St.
MA 3-2707
KAUFER
CO.
TRADITIONALLY
RELIABLE SINCE 1904
CATHOLIC GIFT
AND SUPPLY
HEADQUARTERS
1904 FOURTH AYE.
Broadway Theatre
"TERM OF TRIAL"
LAWRENCE HARVEY
SIMONE SIGNORET
"WHATEVER HAPPENED
TO BABY JANE"
BETTE DAVIS
JOAN CRAWFORD
STUDENT RATES with
current Student Body Card
CHIEFTAIN <?AFE
i 1104 -6 BROADWAY
r $5.00 Monthly Rate
Open7a.m. "8p.m.
Just Across theStreet
* COCA*COLA''AND"COkF*'ARC TPa&£-MAIYkS vuhiCh IOEfiTiFYOrNLV ThCppoduCT OFfnf COCA-COLA COMPANV
....gym....tumble....
flip...flop...lug...tug
push...jump...leap...
...chin...lift...pull......run■■■puff p^uff■■,
takea break...things go better withCoke
TRADC'MANK £
Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by: PACIFIC COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY, Seattle. Wash.
f ma NoDoz m
Y**^w TA°L c T s
THE SAFE WAYto stayalert
without harmful stimulants
NoDoz keeps you mentally Next time monotonymakes
alert with the same safe re- you feel drowsy whiledriving,
fresher found in coffee and working or studying, do as
tea. Yet NoDoz is faster, millions do...perk up withhandier, morereliable. Abso- safe,effective NoDoz tablets.
lutelynot habit-forming. Anothei fin*product of Grove Üboratortet,
SCHOOL'S OUT!
But many of us will be working here in Seattle this
summer. It sure is a relief knowing that when work is
over and we are in need of food, Ivar's on Broadway is
so close. Can't you taste that hamburger and shake,
or that delectable clam nectar, or maybe some tasty
fish and chips?
When work is out drive to
WAR'S on Broadway
Broadway at Thomas
A self-service drive-in
—
open 'til 2 a.m.
ENGAGEMENT & WEDDING Rings
u^b.v. VIRGIN DIAMONDS DiJcountw
Since 1948 Precision cut formaximum brillianc* 5.y Student*
Watches
—
Silverware
512 BROADWAY E. EA 4-4410
SUMMER SPEC
The annual "Back to
School" summer issue of The
Spectator Is scheduled for
mid-August.
Clubs, departments or Indi-
viduals Interested in having
space or contributing to the
issue may leave their name
and summer address la the
Spectator office. The dead-
line for turning In this In-
formation is July 15.
